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As this document denotes the conclusion of
my years of hard work and determination, I
find it is again only the beginning of many
new streams opening up, not to be forged or
conquered alone.
It is with this recognition
that I dedicate this documentation to those two
people who have seen me through so many
beginnings that it has become another cele
brated season.
I would especially like to dedicate this
document to my sister Patti, whom I would like
to thank for her unending support, courage,
soft shoulder,
Kleenex
and good cooking.
Without her I am not sure I could have made it.
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INTRODUCTION

Missoula is a very unique and exciting city
in Montana.
It has become known as the
'Garden City, 1 because of its luxurious Norway
Maple trees which provide a continual changing
canopy over its streets and roof tops.
Missoula is located in the center of five
separate mountain ranges and valleys with the
Clark Fork River dividing the city in two. The
north end of town was established during the
pre-university days.
This area grew out of
and around the river, enabling it to become a
marketable and competitive trading community
years ago and has continued to be a flourishing
commercial district even today.
The south side of the river, however, did
not begin to develop until well into the 1890's
and was marked by the opening of the new
University of Montana.
Residential streets and
avenues were laid out in direct conjunction to
the university main organizing system.
Not
until the late 1950's did strip development occur
along Higgins Avenue physically connecting the
north to the south.
The project that I chose is directed to the
downtown district of Missoula. Specifically, the
site is on the corner of Higgins Avenue and
Front Street, bordered to the south by the
Clark Fork River, which is essentially the main
entrance to the city center.
Like so many
other
water
oriented communities,
Missoula
turned its back on the river for so many years
and is just now making progress in reassociating the city to the river.

In dealing with this site, I am proposing a
multi-use structure to replace the existing First
National Bank Building.
This new building
would essentially provide an entrance to the
city center and a new beginning for the city in
redirecting its
face to the natural
water
element.
Therefore, the project will aim to
bring back a sense of not only intrinsic beauty,
but also to re-establish the river as a primary
focus for the city.
The building itself shall house the First
National Bank facility, leased office space, a
cafe, and condominiums, as well as parking for
the entire complex.
Although Missoula has a relatively low urban
scale, it is a progressive community setting
directions for the entire state.
It is making
headway towards creating a more progressive
atmosphere within its downtown area.
The existing buildings in this area are 3 to
4 story red brick with the exception of the
Wilma Theatre (8 stories) and the Glacier
General Building (7 stories), both presently
adjacent to the given site above. I am propos
ing a building that does not simply mimic the
surrounding area, but one which is sympathetic
to its history and scale while addressing two
separate and unique images: one on the urban
side (north) and the other the river (south).
I would like to relate each image to its given
direction and activity, while providing a struc
ture that collides both into a single element that
transfers you from one space to the other.

The south facade becomes a single element
with its own image by opening up to the park
to allow for maximum viewing and living spaces.
The large regulated plane becomes a backdrop
for the park and river below, while the other
three faces of the building (which are all
physically connected to the urban street) are
given a like material, scale and context.
Norman Mailer states that "perhaps we live
on the edge of a great divide in history and so
we are divided ourselves between the desire for
a
gracious,
intimate,
detailed
and
highly
particular landscape or structure and an urge
less articulate to voyage out on explorations not
yet made.
Therefore [we as designers] get
caught between our desire to cling to the past
rather than reaching for the stars."
So in his name, I am hoping to go beyond
the mere replication of old buildings, and
propose a new building that will excite and
stimulate those who work within or come in
contact with it, furthermore, making a state
ment that Missoula recognizes and appreciates
the past and its history, but is definitely not
afraid to move beyond.

COALS

to create a positive image on and for the city
of Missoula
to create a building to promote interaction
between the urban city and the river park by
way of creating a transition zone
to incorporate a central core vertical organi
zation with a linear progression from park to
city on main floor
to maintain the urban city street enclosure in
Higgins Avenue and Front Street
to celebrate entering for the pedestrian and
vehicle, but to provide appropriate entries
for
- public - lobby (bank, cafe, leased offices)
- semi-public - housing residence (24 hour
access)
- private — individual housing units
to create a professional as well as pleasant
working atmosphere
to provide readily identifiable user spaces
to provide for individual spaces
to utilize southern exposure and views,
allowing for maximum window area to south
to allow flexible spaces for future growth and
expansion

HISTORY

Missoula's history
is rich and colorful,
including such firsts as the "first legal trial in
what is now the State of Montana, which took
place in the settlement of Hellgate, and the
beginning of the Montana University system,
with only 5 students in 1895. 1,1
° 1805-6

- Lewis & Clark pass through on
their journal to the Pacific coast

° 1841

- Jesuit
mission
Father DeSmet

° 1860

- F. L. Wardon and L. P. Higgins
established Hellgate Trading Post

° 1864

- Wardon and Co. erect sawmill and
Missoula is born

° 1867

- Pony express
stage
office established

° 1873

- First city streets laid out along
with the Higgins Street bridge

° 1877

- Fort Missoula established

° 1883

- Construction
of
the
Northern
Pacific
Railroad becomes
major
employer as well as stirs the
lumber industry bringing Missoula
to be the commercial center for
Western Montana

° 1889

- Missoula becomes the temporary
state capital of Montana

established

and

by

post

° 1895

- University
doors

of

Montana

opens

its

° 1908

- Milwaukee Railroad established

° 1910

- First streetcars (ceased operation
in 1932)

SITE ANALYSIS

TEMPERATURE
c\o

° relatively moderate climate
° generally
comfortable
summers,
limited amounts of air conditioning

requi
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° need for heating 8 to 9 months of the year
° river never freezes completely over
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PRECIPITATION
° relatively
equal
amounts
of
precipitation
monthly, therefore removal of water and
drainage off of site for fastest evaporation or
disposal will have to be considered
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SNOWFALL
° 4 months generally out of the year to fully
exploit and take advantage of snow free
exterior areas
° receive fair amounts of snow during the year,
therefore snow removal and maintenance must
be considered in final design

JUNE 21

SUN

° drastic change in sun angles between June
and December, requiring some degree of
shading during summer months
° considerable afternoon sun during the summer
months with relatively short days during
winter;
therefore,
orientation
to
receive
maximum southern exposure, while controlling
western summer sun
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WIND

° generally winds from northwest year round follow river and out east end of town through
Hellgatp Canyon
° occasional storms during December
from due south across the river
° very rarely are they
generally slight breezes

gusting

will blow

winds,

but
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VIEWS

° views of river
parks
University of Montana
Milwaukee Depot
Bitterroot Valley
° take advantage of upper floors to exploit more
of distant views in all directions
° views mainly to the south on lower levels
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NOISE

° Higgins Avenue will create the most constant
noise level.
Vehicular traffic and noise may
increase during the morning, noon, and early
evening hours, corresponding to the retail
working hours.
° Higgins Avenue also is the local high school
'drag 1 (hangout).
On Friday and Saturday
nights, as well as after high school social
events, the traffic at night will pick up
drastically.
° Although with the sound of the river and the
grade change between Higgins Avenue and
the river park, this area remains fairly
passive, as the noise from the street level
will decrease considerably as one is elevated
above the street.

RESEARCH

Richard Keating, a design partner with
Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill in Houston, is
adamant that architects must not look strictly to
the past nor rely solely on technology for the
directions architecture should be taking.
He
believes there has to be a delicate integration
of the two concepts, by merging the 'poetic
quality 1 of the earlier tall buildings with our
knowledge of technology. 2
The tall building, which contains these two
integral parts, is able to stand apart from the
rest because of its 'romantic quality.'
A
quality
Keating
believes
is
achieved
by
"sensitively
integrating
the most
advanced
technology available with artistic expression
which embodies the spirit and character of
society. "3
Which in turn will make a lasting
impression and speak to millions.
He also
believes
the
parts
of
tall
buildings
are
relatively simplistic in concepts: proportion,
organization and structure.
These three com
ponents must be assembled thoughtfully, so as
to create a 'unified and harmonious' building.
He also strongly believes that along with these
components, the architect must take full advan
tage of his/her intrinsic insight to 'surprise
and delight' the observer.**
Although Helmut Jahn agrees with Richard
Keating on the point that architects must work
to "create excitement, surprise, along with
people-pleasing spaces," 5 he beckons architects
to go beyond mere excitement, but to reach far
beyond their limits and achieve those elements
which create 'fantasies for human use and
tf

living.'
These fantasies can be awoken in the
way of form, image, and expression rather than
'technological Utopias. '6
Through a building's functional needs and
imagery, a form is derived (not necessarily in
that order), but it is the continuity of its
detailing which makes it become a whole entity.
Keating implies that every facet of the building
must be designed and integrated into the
common concept or image.
He states, "that it
is in the detailing of the tall building which
gives it richness and integrity, making it a
true artistic achievement. "7
The bottom or street level of a building is
amongst the most important aspects of a tall
building, for it is the bottom of the building
that the details are most evident.
The base of
the building must allow a relationship to be
established between the human being and the
building as a whole.
It is one of the single
most important aspects and is deserving of
considerable amount of thought and attention.
The bottom of a building must give pedestrians
a
comfortable
scaled
street
wall
to
walk
against. 8

The bottom of the building might be in more
physical contact with people, but no less time
should be given to the designing of a building's
top. The upper most point of a building estab
lishes its personality; it becomes a building's
signature.9
It was Christian Norberg Schulz
who said that,

"When a town pleases us because of its
distinct character, it is usually because a
majority of its buildings are related to the
earth and to the sky in the same way.
This constitutes a 'genius loci' which
allows for human identification." 1 0
In the fall, 1983 issue of Architectural
Technology, Helmut Jahn lays out four distinct
steps that must be taken into consideration
when designing a tall building.
1. THE CONCEPT
Helmut Jahn stresses the importance of
starting with a general concept or image
which develops more specifically as the
project develops.
For his competition win
ning solution for the Southwest Center in
Houston, his basic concept he began with
was an 'obelisk' as an initial concept.
The
obelisk is familiar to the American landscape
and connotes glory, achievement, and eternal
duration.
2. CIRCULATION
The program
for
skyscrapers calls
for
stacked, loft spaces.
It thus removes the
determinancy of the program on appearance
and form - one of the principal modernist
notions.
Designing the stacked spaces is
not that sophisticated, yet there are a lot of
alternatives: What do you want the elevator
core to look like?
How do you want it to
relate to the lobby?
Once you develop the

lobby, how does that influence
and the elevator dropoffs?

the

floors

3. STRUCTURE
With the technology of tall buildings rapidly
developing and reaching far beyond the now
high level of sophistication, one must keep
up with the principles and apply a structural
concept which best fits your design.
No
longer does tall building design have to start
with the structure.
4. SKIN
The skin of the building becomes its face
with an appropriate amount of cosmetics
applied to mold the form, texture, openings
and scale. 1 1
While a building is designed and built in
parts, it is a whole entity at its completion and
is judged as such. If it is a well designed and
constructed building, it will read as that whole
entity. Louis Sullivan once said, "A tall build
ing must be every inch a proud and soaring
thing, rising in shear exhalation from the
bottom to top, it is a unit without a single
dissenting
line."12
it
is
Helmut
Jahn's
discovery
that,
because
of
"programmatic
freedom and technology determinancy, it frees
architects to focus on the urban impact and
symbolic performance of the tall building. They
are isolated objects which are also part of the
urban scene. The state of this urban scene is
the architectural problem of our time.
Its

buildings

monuments
of
strong
urban
And so, "the future of tall
buildings and all architecture rests in the
architect's ability to perceive and understand
the dynamic quality of our society and interpret
its goals.
symbolism.

are
3

FIRE SAFETY

° If a high-rise is defined as a building taller
than a safety ladder can reach (75 feet),
then fire safety for these structures become
a very important issue.
° design considerations
- automatic smoke control
- fire and smoke detectors
- fire doors
- fire resistant building materials
- fire-safe stairwells
- water stand pipes
- safety floors
- emergency generator
- fire extinguishers
- fire control center

° study conducted to analyze the impact of tall
buildings on users and neighbors
° intent - to explore attitudes of potential
users - college students - toward
tall buildings
° findings - majority of the people enjoy the
views from tall buildings, while
their aesthetic quality as a singu
lar building and as an impact on
the city skyline was second
- greatest concern about tall build
ings were fire, waiting for eleva
tors, and missed green space

design considerations
- need to recognize the desire by tenants
to open space as well as the need for
green spaces both inside and out
study completed to analyze view variables
intent - to show the importance of access or
lack of access to a window

study completed to
SYMBOLIC IMPACT

analyze

VISUAL

AND

intent - to show the impact built structures
have on a city or community in
regards to scale, shape, and image
findings - scale - a drastic change in scale in
relation to human, neighborhood,
city
proportions
can
be
very
negative
- shape
must
be
somewhat
sympathetic
to
surroundings
insofar as appropriateness for a
certain location
- image - must understand the social
and physical images of the city or
community
design considerations
- a study of a community's scale, shape,
ambitions, and overall image must be
carefully looked at and understood

study completed to analyze IMPACT ON THE
USE OF PARKS

Intent - to
show
the
behavioral
impact
surrounding a public park with tall
buildings can be
findings - frequency of the park users de
crease when in fact tall buildings
do border a public park or green
space
- it suggests that it is no longer
open to the public, but zoned for
the building's private use
design considerations
- if a tall building is under consideration
in proximity to a public park or green
space, buildings should still allow a
visible access to the park
- heights should increase as one moves
away from the park

study
completed
HOUSING CHOICE

to

analyze

° intent - what type of
vertical living

user

RESIDENTIAL

group

chose

° findings - most suitable for
. pre-family
. post-family
. childless couples
. never married
° design considerations
- 1 to 2 bedroom units option
- apartments within the city center are
relatively
stable as
tenants
change
frequently;
the numbers stay fairly
constant as people marry, have chil
dren, and buy a house

CIRCULATION TYPES/STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

typical core
° located approximately at building's center
° acts as a wind bracing inner tube
off-center core
° provides more usable office space
end cores
° excellent exiting paths
° concrete cost must be connected at both
and bottom for wind bracing
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CASE STUDIES

HUMANA COMPETITION
Louisville Foster Associates

° office tower
- circulation plan
- end circulation cores
- 90° parking
- roof garden
- variety of options for leasable space
- atrium-exhibit area up to 3 floors

HOUSTON CENTER COMPETITION
Houston, Texas
Helmut Jahn

° office tower
- central
core
layout
- rotated grid

circulation

and

structural

EURAM BUILDING
Washington, D.C.
Hartman-Cox

° prestigious office building—8 stories
- 86,000 sq. ft.
- sharp edged brick corners, class side walls
between massive concrete girders
- court
(interior)—single
most
dramatic
element
- narrow office spaces—therefore each one
has view to exterior as well as interior
court—"we built in the restriction of a
narrow space, that forces people to have
offices in particular places and layout."
° goals:

-*s

° "people should look at buildings in relation to
their settings"

° floor to ceiling glass
° end circulation

they

1

.
oo

"we wanted to create a landmark"
"aesthetic value for the city"
"feeling of spaciousness"

° occupants constantly aware that
working in a piece of architecture

>

K

are

HOUSTON CENTER COMPETITION
Houston, Texas
SOM

° office tower
- 4 quadrant structure and circulation with
service cove penetrating entire structure
- raised off ground on 4 massive circulation
piers
- topped with observation deck
- combination diagonal and 90° parking

t

PARK CENTRAL BUILDING
Denver, Colorado
W. C. Muchow & Partners

° office building —16 stories
- Miesian skin mix with Mediterranean village
vernacular:
. arcades
. plazas
. meandering streets
. strongly contained outdoor spaces
- 30 x 30 grid
- 600,000 sq. ft. mixed commercial
- 650 car parking
- open space is treated as positive and given
equal importance with building mass
- 51% potential space is left open
- $20/sq. ft.
- molds outdoor urban spaces
- for downtown 9 to 5'ers—good place to rest,
watch people, eat lunch
- elevated court off street level
- 90 degree parking

NATIONAL PERMANENT BUILDING
Washington, D.C.
Hartman-Cox

° office building—12 stories
- 240,000 sq. ft.
- reinforced concrete, glass, brick
- structural/mechanical stressed on exterior
of building
- floor to ceiling glass
- building definitely has a top and bottom
- baseboard heating with air volume condi
tioning
° "the thread through all our work is the site"
° "all our buildings are site-derived"
° "good design pays off"
° $25/sq. ft.
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BUILDING CONSTITUENTS
rrrm&djfi

activity/space
description

nn
Li

main entry

j;

area required

300 sq. ft.

Uk
user requirements

proximity requirements

° main public access
into building
complex

° bank lobby
° building lobby

I

- "> r

i

!
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r •A.V V—-•
considerations

° direct access to
building lobby and
elevator core
° vestibule
° access 24 hour bank
machine

//
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BUILDING CONSTITUENTS
activity/space
description

° secondary entrance

area required

° 300 sq. ft.

T

n,\
\
\-

user requirements

proximity requirements

° vestibule entry
° 24 hour access to
condominiums
° mailboxes

° fire control center
° vertical circulation
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BUILDING CONSTITUENTS
a t i c^i
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activity/space
description

° elevator core

se"T<*

area required

° 400 sq. ft.

*L

user requirements

°
°
°
°

5 elevators required
200 FPM
45 second wait
1 service elevator
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BUILDING CONSTITUENTS

activity/space
description

° fire control center

number of users

° 1 to 1 persons

area required

° 200 sq. ft.

user requirements

° emergency room
° plans of building
storage
° building intercom
center
° fire/emergency
monitoring equip
ment

considerations

° fire proof room

BUILDING CONSTITUENTS

activity/space
description

° parking garage

area required

° 120,000 sq. f t .

user requirements

° 375 parking stalls
condominium
1.5/unit = 35
bank
1 /300 sq. f t .
cafe
1/200 sq. f t .
leased office
1/300 sq. ft.

stalls

<
4 •
~<Xi,

= 120
=

20

= 200

TOTAL = 375
+° mechanical room

proximity requirements

° vertical circulation

considerations

° module—30 sq. f t .
° clockwise circulation
optimum

-I

SPACE SUMMARY - BUILDING CONSTITUENTS

square feet
° parking garage
(375 stalls)
° main entrance
° secondary entrance
° fire control center
° elevator shafts
12 x 400 sq. ft.
° stair wells
12 x 400 sq. ft.

120,000

300
300
200

4,800
4,800
130,400

BANK

activity/space
description

° president's office

number of users

° 1 person

area required

° 300 sq. ft.

user requirements

° writing surface
° seating for 4 people
° closet space
° file cabinets
° i bath

proximity requirements

° conference room
° vice president's
office

considerations

°
°
°
°

natural light
good view
wet bar
view into main area
- optional

BANK

activity/space
description

° vice president's
office
j r j L—J

number of users

° 1 person

area required

° 200 sq. ft.

user requirements

°
°
°
°
°

proximity requirements

° conference room
° president's office

considerations

° natural light
° view desirable
o physical view to
main area - optimum

^ ^ L-I
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writing surface
closet space
file storage
seating for 4 people
shelving
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BANK
czrj- c r t 1=3 n m .

activity/space
description

° executive secretary

number of users

° 1 person

area required

° 100 sq. ft.

user requirements

°
°
°
°

proximity requirements

considerations

reception area
writing surface
typing return
file storage

° president's office
° vice president's
office
° circulation area

° natural light
° low dividers
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BANK
vr
activity/space
description

° personnel office

number of users

° 1 person

area required

° 150 sq. ft.

user requirements

°
°
°
°

Cx

writing surface
closet space
file space
typing return

£0*\

r>

£i \ •<£» *5 Vov<\
proximity requirements

° conference room

a t : t i ii M.
considerations

!ii

° natural light
° enclosed room

ii ii
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BANK

activity/space
description

number of users

° auditor

1 person

area required

° 200 sq. ft.

user requirements

° large writing
surface
° file storage
° typing return
° terminal outlet
° copy machine

proximity requirements

° bookkeeping area
° computer and proof
room

considerations

° natural light
° enclosed room

BANK

activity/space
description

° conference rooms
(2)

number of users

° 4 - 10 persons

\UUVViKl
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300 sq. ft. (2)

area required

C?M
' TiI
user requirements

proximity requirements

°
°
°
°
°
°

table
chairs
screen
wet bar
meeting space
tack board

° president's office
(1)

° personnel office (1)
° washrooms

considerations

° ability to control
light
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BANK

activity/space
description

° board room

number of users

° 4 - 12 persons

area required

° 600 sq. ft.

user requirements

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

proximity requirements

° smoking and loung
ing foyer

considerations

° highest authority
° very plush
° desirable views in
foyer
° den type atmos
phere

board meetings
table
comfortable chairs
screen
tack board
chalk board
remote controls
wet bar

M\CJL - o ^
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BANK

activity/space
description

° lobby

area required

° 2,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° central focus for
public banking
functions
° display area
° information center
° writing counters
° waiting areas

proximity requirements

°
°
°
°
°
°

considerations

° light, airy
° open
° to help orientate
public

main entrance
teller stations
vertical circulation
loan agents
1st floor
washrooms (public)

BANK

activity/space
description

° teller stations

number of users

° 1 to 10 employees

area required

° 1,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area to handle
typical banking
° 7 stations
° central terminal
° central siqnature
file

proximity requirements

° head teller
° main cash vault
° main lobby

considerations

° give each station
adequate working
space as well as
storage

/
/

^L.

BANK
activity/space
description

number of users

° head teller area

1 to 3 persons

area required

° 400 sq. ft.

user requirements

° vaulted area - in
charge of all mone
tary transactions
and incoming and
outgoing money
through cash vault
° adequate space to
count money

proximity requirements

° tellers
° cash vault

considerations

° security system to
access room

vi AO

BANK

activity/space
description

° new accounts

number of users

° 1 to 10 people

area required

° 600 sq. ft.

user requirements

° 3 stations
° area for opening/
closing accounts
within bank

proximity requirements

° off main lobby

considerations

° low dividers
° natural light
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BANK

activity/space
description

TelUv*;

° commercial loans

number of users

° 1 to 15 people

area required

° 2,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area designated for
commercial loan
transactions

proximity requirements

°
°
°
°

1st floor
just off main lobby
consumer loans
copy room

considerations

° natural light
° view desirable
° low dividers
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BANK

activity/space
description

° consumer loans

number of users

° 1 to 10 persons

area required

° 1 ,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area for consumer
loan transactions
° 3 stations
° centralized filing
system
° terminal, typewriter
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proximity requirements

°
°
°
°
°

1st floor
off main lobby
near main entrance
commercial loans
copy room
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considerations

° natural light
° view desirable
° low dividers
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BANK

activity/space
description

-Wvy ^
° real estate loans

M
number of users

° 1 to 10 persons

area required

° 1 ,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area for real estate
loan transactions
° 3 stations
° central filing system
° terminal, typewriter
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° off main circulation
° trust/escrow
accounts
° copy room

° natural light
° view desirable
° low dividers
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BANK
activity/space
description

° trust/escrow loans

number of users

° 1 to 10 persons

area required

° 1 ,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area for trust and
escrow related
transactions or
business
° 3 stations
° central filing system
° terminal, typewriter

proximity requirements

° off main circulation
° real estate loans
° copy room

considerations

° natural light
° view desirable
° low dividers
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BANK

activity/space
description

° Master Card and
Visa officer stations

number of users

° 1 to 1 people

area required

° 400 sq. ft.

user requirements

° 2 stations to issue
or inquire about
card related trans
actions
° terminal, typewriter
° file storage

proximity requirements

° major circulation
area

considerations

° low dividers
° natural light
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BANK

activity/space
description

° bookkeeping

number of users

° 1 to 5 persons

area required

° 1 ,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° records all trans
actions made
° reception counter to
greet customer
° 4 work stations/no
dividers

proximity requirements

considerations

° reception area off
main circulation
° mail room
° supply room
° data processing
° document storage/
vault

° natural light
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BANK
activity/space
description

° data processing
(proof room)

number of users

° 1 to 3 persons

area required

° 1 ,500 sq. ft.
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user requirements

° to house up to 3
large sorting
machines
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proximity requirements

° bookkeeping
° mail room
° storage area

considerations

° sound proof
° natural light
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BANK

activity/space
description

° safety deposit vault

number of users

° 3,000 boxes

area required

° 600 sq. ft. - vault
° 400 sq. ft. - room
and reception

user requirements

° public vaulted area
° 3 standing viewing
rooms
° 2 sitting viewing
rooms
° reception area

considerations

° privacy
° natural light or
view not required

BANK

activity/space
description

area required

° cash vault

800 sq. ft.

user requirements

° secure area for
storage of money
and documents

proximity requirements

° head teller
° safety deposit vault

considerations

° high security area

BANK
activity/space
description

° record room

area required

° 800 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area designed to
store records and
documents for
periods of time
° rotating paper
records/film

proximity requirements

° bookkeeping
° data processing
° mail room

BANK

activity/space
description

° mail room

area required

° 150 sq. ft.

user requirements

° sort incoming and
outgoing mail
° postage label
machine

proximity requirements

° service entrance
° bookkeeping

BANK

activity/space
description

° switchboard/
information center

number of users

° 1 to 2 people

area required

° 100 sq. ft.

user requirements

° telephone switch
board to direct
telephone calls and
customers
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BANK

activity/space
description

° supply storage

area required

° 800 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area to store
support supplies
for bank
° open shelving

proximity requirements

° service entrance

BANK

activity/space
description

° staff lounge

number of users

° 1 to 20 persons

area required

° 800 sq. ft.

user requirements

° area to relax, eat
lunch, and get
away from working
areas
° table and chairs
° kitchen area
° lounge type chairs
- informal setting
° place to hand up
coats

proximity requirements

° time clock
° washrooms
° not accessible by
public

considerations

° view out of building
° relaxing atmosphere
° private
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BANK

activity/space
description

° janitor/maintenance
shop

number of users

° 1 to 2 persons

area required

° maintenance shop
150 sq. ft.
° janitorial areas 50 sq. ft. each
floor

user requirements

° service sink
° cleaning storage
° maintenance storage

proximity requirements

° service entrance
° mechanical room

BANK

activity/space
description

storage/mechanical
room

area required

° 1 ,500 sq. ft. storage
° 1 ,500 sq. ft. mechanical

user requirements

° storage of suppor
tive equipment and
information for bank
function

proximity requirements

° bookkeeping
° record room

SPACE SUMMARY - BANK

square feet
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

president's office
vice president's office
executive secretary
personnel office
auditor
conference rooms (2)
board room
lobby
teller stations
head teller's office
new accounts
commercial loans
consumer loans
real estate loans
trust/escrow loans
MC/Visa officer
bookkeeping
data processing
safety deposit vault
vault
record room
mail room
switchboard/information center
supply storage
staff lounge
janitor/maintenance room
storage/mechanical room
TOTAL
circulation

300
200
100
150
200
600
600
2 ,000
1 ,000
400
600
2 ,000
1 ,000
1 ,000
1 ,000
400
1 ,000
1 ,500
1 ,000
800
800
150
100
800
800
200
3 ,000
21 ,700
.10
23,870
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CAFE

activity/space
description

° seating

number of users

° 120 people

area required

° 2,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° 30 tables and chairs

proximity requirements

° kitchen
° main circulation
° 1st floor

considerations

° natural light
° view desirable
° provide areas to
allow people
watching
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CAFE

activity/space
description

° kitchen

number of users

° 6 people

area required

° 600 sq. ft.

user requirements

°
°
°
°
°

service light meals
cocktails
storage area
walk-in freezer
food preparation
area

°
°
°
°

cafe
service area
office
employee restroom

proximity requirements

considerations

° access for direct
deliveries through
service entrance
° lockable area
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CAFE

activity/space
description

° manager's office

number of users

° 1 to 2 persons

area required

° 150 sq. ft.

user requirements

°
°
°
°

proximity requirements

° service entrance
° kitchen
° employee restroom

file storage
writing surface
typewriter
enclosed area

CAFE
activity/space
description

° employee restroom

number of users

° 1 person

area required

° 50 sq. ft.

user requirements

° one sink
° one water closet
° mirror

proximity requirements

° manager's office
° kitchen

CAFE

activity/space
description

° storage/service

number of users

° 1 to 3 persons

area required

° 600 sq. ft.

user requirements

° service entry off
street for deliveries
° dry good storage
° trash collection

proximity requirements

° exterior access
° kitchen
° manager's office

SPACE SUMMARY - CAFE

square feet
°
°
°
°
°

seating area
kitchen
manager's office
employee restroom
service and storage
TOTAL
Circulation

2,000

600
150
50

600
3,400

.10
3,740

LEASED OFFICE SPACE

area required

° 60,000 sq. ft. total

user requirements

° large firms
° medium firms
° small firms

proximity requirements

° vertical circulation
° horizontal
circulation
° public restrooms

considerations

° flexible spaces
° easily understood
and followed
directory

SPACE SUMMARY - LEASED OFFICE SPACE

square feet
° leasable space
° service areas - 6 @ 300

60,000
1,800
61,800

CONDOMINIUMS

activity/space
description

number of users

° 1 bedroom studio
units

° 1 to 2 persons

area required

° 800 sq. ft.

user requirements

° comfortable living
spaces

considerations

° desirable views
° individual identities
° provide separate
entrance
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CONDOMINIUMS

activity/space
description

° 2 bedroom units

number of users

° 1 to 4 persons
'Pf

area required

° 1 ,000 sq. ft.

user requirements

° comfortable living
spaces

considerations

° desirable view
° individual identities
° provide separate
entrance
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CONDOMINIUMS

activity/space
description

° service area and
mechanical room

number of users

° 1 to 2 persons

area required

° 400 sq. ft.

user requirements

° service sink
° storage shelving
° service elevator
(key operated)
° house boiler for
individual units
° trash collection area

considerations

° negative exhaust

SPACE SUMMARY - CONDOMINIUMS

square feet
° 1 bedroom units (10 @ 800 sq. f t . )
° 2 bedroom units (12
1000 sq. f t . )
° service area
TOTAL
Circulation

8,000
12,000
400
20,400
.10
22,440

SPACE SUMMARY - OVERALL

square feet
°
°
°
°

cafe
condominiums
leased office space
bank
subtotal

° building constituents

TOTAL AREA

3,740

22,mo
61,800
23,870
111 ,850
130,400
242,250
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